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                                              J   U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1. The prosecution case in brief is that ejahar was lodged by

the informant Smti Muni Tanti on 02.01.2017 before the O/C, Bordubi

PS  alleging  inter  alia  that  on  30.12.2016  at  about  12:10  AM  two

persons namely Sri Ramu Limbu and Sri Bake Limbu illegally entered

into their house by breaking open the bamboo door. At the time of the

occurrence the informant was sleeping with her daughters. It is also

alleged in the ejahar that the accused persons had indecently touched

her  body  and  expressed  their  intention  to  sleep  with  her.  As  the

informant came out of her house seeking help from her neighbours,

the two accused persons also followed her and they also expressed

their desire to sleep with her younger daughter. It is further alleged

that  the accused persons  assaulted the  informant  on the  next  day

morning while she was on her way to the house of the village headman

to inform him regarding the occurrence that had taken place on the

previous night.

2. On receipt of ejahar, the same was registered as Bordubi

PS  Case  No.  02  of  2017  u/s  448/354/341/323/506/34  IPC.  On

completion of investigation, Charge-Sheet was submitted in the case

u/s  448/354(A)/341/352/506/34 IPC  against  Sri  Ramo Limbu and Sri

Bake  Limbu.  On  receipt  of  summons,  the  said  accused  persons

appeared before the court and copies of Prosecution Documents were

furnished  to  them.  Charge  u/s  447/354(A)/341/352/506/34  IPC  was

read over and explained to the accused persons to which they pleaded

not guilty and claimed to be tried.

3. The  prosecution  side  adduced  the  evidence  of  16

prosecution  witnesses  in  support  of  their  case.  After  closure  of



prosecution evidence, the statement of the accused u/s 313 Cr PC was

recorded  and  the  defence  plea  of  the  accused  was  of  total  denial

Heard  Ld.  Counsel  for  the  accused  and  Ld.  Addl.  PP  on  point  of

argument.

Points for Determination

  4.           The following points are taken up for determination of

this case:                 

i) Whether the accused persons namely Ramu

Limbu  and  Bake  Limbu  on  30.12.2016  at

about 12:10 AM  in furtherance of common

intention  committed  the  offence  of  criminal

trespass  by  entering  into  the  house  of  the

informant and thereby liable to be punished

for offence u/s 447/34 I.P.C.?

ii) Whether the accused persons namely Ramu

Limbu  and  Bake  Limbu  on  30.12.2016  at

about 12:10 AM  in furtherance of common

intention  sexually  harassed  the  informant

Smti  Munni  Tanti  and  her  daughters  by

touching them and trying to sleep with them

in their bed and thereby liable to be punished

for offence u/s 354(A)/34 I.P.C.?

iii) Whether the accused persons namely Ramu

Limbu  and  Bake  Limbu  in  furtherance  of

common  intention  on  31.12.2016  at  about

07:30 AM wrongfully restrained the informant

Smti Munni Tanti and assaulted her while she

was on her  way to the house of  the gaon-

burah and thereby liable to be punished for

offence u/s 341/352/34 I.P.C.?



iv) Whether the accused persons namely Ramu

Limbu  and  Bake  Limbu  in  furtherance  of

common  intentionon  31.12.2016  at  about

07:30  AM  threatened  the  informant  Smti

Munni Tanti with sire consequences of her life

and thereby liable to be punished for offence

u/s 506/34 I.P.C.?

Discussions, Decisions And Reasons Thereof

5.  The  prosecution  adduced  the  following  evidence  for

establishing their case:   

6. PW-1  Smti  Munni  Tanti,  the  informant  deposed  in  her

evidence  that  at  the  time  of  occurrence  she  along  with  her  three

daughters namely Aisha Tanti, Manju Tanti and Sujita Tanti and a guest

namely Gayatri Samashi were sleeping together on the floor in a room

of their house. At that time, both the accused persons entered into

their sleeping room by breaking the bamboo door of their house and

touched their bodies and when she woke up the accused persons told

her, “Your husband is not here and thus to allow us to sleep with you”.`

On the next morning, when the informant was returning back from the

house of  Saila  Limbu, the accused Ramu Limbu caught hold of  her

hand and the co-accused Bake Limbu started to assault her with fist

blows. On 02.01.2017 she lodged an FIR before the O/C, Bordubi PS

against the accused persons in connection of the incident. Ext. 1 is the

said FIR, Ext.1(1) is her signature.  Police recorded her statement in

connection of the incident. 

7. PW-2  Smti  Manju  Tanti,  the  daughter  of  the  informant

deposed in her evidence that  on 30-12-2016, she along with her two

sisters namely Smti Sanju Tanti and Sujita Tanti, her mother and one of

their relative Smti Gayetri  Tanti were sleeping on the ground of our

house. During night hours,  both the accused persons came to their

house and broke the bamboo door and entered into their house and



touched her, her mother and her namely sister Sanju Tanti. In the said

room, a lamp was burning and  so she could identify both the accused

persons. The accused dragged her sister Sanju towards nearby jungle

and tried to molest her sister. When her mother came, they threatened

her mother with the dire consequences. Next day, they informed the

matter to their village head man and when they were returning from

the  house  of  head  man,  both  the  accused  assaulted  her  mother.

Thereafter, her mother lodged ejahar against the accused persons.

8. PW-3 Smti Sanju Tanti deposed in her evidence that on

30-12-2016 at about 12-15 A.M she along with her mother, elder sister

Monju, her friend Gayetri Samachi, her younger sister Sujita and her

grandmother were sleeping. At that time, both the accused persons

came and gave sound to her mother for opening the door. She along

with her sister Sujita also heard the sound of the accused persons.

When  her  mother  denied  to  open  the  door,  the  accused  persons

entered into their room by pushing the bamboo door open. Thereafter,

the  accused  persons  called  her  mother  as  “Biswasundari”  and  the

accused Ramu Limbo touched her mother’s and sister Manju’s chest.

She (mother of PW-3) woke up and went out of the room and all the

members of the room, who were sleeping also woke up.  Then her

mother went to the house of Karna Limbo to inform the matter and her

sister Manju and friend Gaytri went to the house of Rajesh Verma to

inform him about the incident. Before the incident the accused Ramu

Limbo proposed her, but she (PW-3) denied his proposal. On the day of

incident he (accused) again told her that he wanted to sleep with her.

9. PW-4 Smti Mira Mahali deposed in her evidence that she

heard  from the  informant  that  some  persons  including  one  person

named Bake came to  her  house at  night  and  a  quarrel  took  place

amongst the Complainant and the said persons.

10. PW-5 Sri Basudev Dutta deposed in his evidence that one

day in the month of December, 2016 he came to know from the police

that  some labour boys  came to  the house of  the Complainant  and



molested the informant and her daughters.

11. PW-6 Sri Sanjay Verma deposed in his evidence that on

the day of occurrence, at about 11 pm, Manju along with another girl

came to his house and informed him that there was a hue and cry at

their home as some persons came there. She also informed him that

Ramu Limboo came to their house. Thereafter he informed the VDP

President, Sri Awdesh Prasad. Thereafter Awadesh Prasad came to his

house  and  he  (PW-6)  along  with  him  went  to  the  house  of  the

complainant. While they approached their house, they saw both the

accused Ramu Limboo and Bake Limboo  on the road near the house of

the complainant. 

12. PW-7 Smti Sapina Sabar deposed in her evidence that on

31.12.2016 at about 12.10AM both the accused persons called them

by knocking the door but they did not open the door. Thereafter, the

accused persons entered their room by breaking their front bamboo

door. At that time, she was sleeping on the floor along with their grand

children  namely  Aiyesha  Tanti,  Sangita  Tanti,  Gayatri  Tanti  and  her

daughter  Moni  Tanti.  The  accused  Ramu Limno caught  hold  of  her

grand daughter Aiyesha Tanti and at that time her daughter Moni Tanti

came out of the house. This witness also deposed in her evidence that

when the accused persons left the PO, her daughter Munni Tanti and

Manju Tanti went to the house of gaon burha for informing  the matter

and on  the  way back  home,  the  accused persons  assaulted  Munni

Tanti.

13. PW-8 Sri Betu Karmakar deposed in his evidence that on

the day of occurrence, at about 12 midnight, the complainant came to

their  house  and told  them that  the accused persons  were  creating

noise in the house of the complainant.  Thereafter, she left their house.

After ½ hour both the accused persons came to their (PW-8) house and

enquired about complainant and they told them that the complt. had

left their (PW-8) house,  thereafter, the accused person also left their

house.



14. PW-9 Sri Chotelal Burma and PW-10 were declared hostile.

15. PW-11  Smti.  Gayatri  Samachi  deposed  in  her  evidence

that on the day of incident she was at the house of the complainant

and she along with Manju, Ayesha, Gutung, the grand mother of Manju

and her aunt  were sleeping together. At about 12 midnight both the

accused persons  came to  the  house  of  the  complainant  and broke

opened the bamboo door of the house and entered into the house.

The accused used filthy languages and told them that they intended to

sleep with Ayesha. 

16. PW-12 Sri Karna Bahadur Limbu deposed in his evidence

that  about 2 years ago, one day complainant Munni Tanti came to his

house at about 12.30 am and told him that the accused persons were

creating nuisance in her house and she asked him to go with her to her

house but he told her that as it was midnight, so he would come in the

morning.  Thereafter, Munni Tanti left  his house.

17. PW-13 Smti. Archana Dutta, PW-14 Smti. Tulsi Limbu and

PW-15 Sri Pharidra Dutta both deposed in their evidence that in the

year 2017, one day she heard from the neighbour that a quarrel had

been taken place between the complainant and the accused persons.

18. PW-16 Sri Hemanta Hazarika deposed in his evidence that

on 02-01-2017, he was posted at Bordubi PS as ASI of Police. On that

day, the then OC of Bordubi PS SI Amulya Gogoi received FIR lodged

by  Munni  Tanti  and  registered  the  same vide  Bordubi  PS  case  No.

02/2017 u/s 448/354/341/323/506/34 of IPC and endorsed the case to

him for  investigation  .  Ext.  1  is  the  said  FIR  and  Ext.  1(2)  is  the

signature  of  SI  Amulya  Gogoi,  the  then  OC of  Bordubi  PS  with  his

endorsement.  After  taking  over  the  charge  of  investigation,  he

recorded he statement of the complainant Munni Tanti and Smt. Manju

Tanti and Smt. Sanju Tanti, who accompanied the complainant at the

time of lodging the FIR. He drew up the sketch-maps of both the PO.

Ext. 2 and Ext. 3 are the said sketch-maps and Ext. 2(1) and Ext.  3(1)

his  signatures. At the PO, he recorded the statements of the witnesses

namely Smti  Mira Mahali,  Sri  Basudeb Dutta, Smti  Sapna Sabar,  Sri



Sanjay  Burma,  Sri  Betu  Karmakar,  Smti  Gayatri  Samasi,  Sri  Rajesh

Verma, Sri Chotelal Verma and Sri Korne Bahadur Limbu. Thereafter, he

went in search of the FIR named accused persons viz. Sri Ramo Limbu

and  Sri  Bake  Limbu,  but  they  were  not  found  available  at  their

residence and hence they could not be apprehended. He collected the

injury reports of the victims. Ext. 4, Ext. 5 &  Ext. 6 are the medical

examination reports of victims Sanju Tanti, Smti Munni Tanti and Smti

Manju Tanti respectively. Ultimately, after completion of investigation

of the case he submitted the CS against the accused Ramu Limboo

and Bake Limboo U/S 448/354(A)/341/352/506/34 IPC by showing the

said accused as absconder. Ext.7 is the charge sheet and Ext.7(1) is

his signature.

19. Heard Ld. Counsel for the accused and Ld. Addl. PP. It is

reflected  from  the  case  record  that  the  prosecution  side  adduced

evidence of 16 prosecution witnesses in support of their case. 

 20. So far as section 448 IPC is concerned there must be house

trespass  committed  by  the  accused  persons.  Going  through  the

evidence on record, it is reflected that PW-1 is the informant of the

case  and this  witness  deposed in  support  of  the  prosecution  case.

According to the evidence of PW-1, the accused persons had entered

into their sleeping by breaking open the bamboo door of their house.

PW-2 Smti Manju Tanti also supported the evidence of PW-1 so far as

the entry of the accused persons inside the house of the informant is

concerned. PW-2 as per her evidence adduced was sleeping along with

the informant and her sisters at the time of the occurrence and she

had identified the accused persons inside her room in the light of the

lamp  which  was  burning  inside  her  room.  The  other  prosecution

witness viz. PW-3 Smti. Sanju Tanti, PW-7 Smti Sapina Sabar, PW-11

Smti Gayatri Samasi also were present along with the informant and all

these witnesses deposed in tune so far as the allegations regarding

the entry of the accused persons into the house of the informant is

concerned. These witnesses remained firm in their cross examination

to the questions put by defence  Counsel and denied the suggestions

that  accused did  not  enter  into their  house.  Hence,  it  is  seen that



prosecution side has been able to prove beyond reasonable doubt that

the accused person had committed offence u/s 448 IPC.

21.  So far as offence u/s 354 IPC is concerned, it is seen that

the evidence adduced by the prosecution witnesses are not in tune

with each other. PW-1 Smti. Munni Tanti deposed in her evidence that

on the night of occurrence, the accused persons after entering into

their house had touched the bodies of all the ladies sleeping together

and told her that as her husband was not there, they may be allowed

to sleep with her. PW-2 Smti. Manju Tanti deposed that accused person

had touched her, her mother and her sister Sanju Tanti only. Thus, this

witness remained silent with regard to any indecent touch made by

the accused person to the other two sisters namely Smti. Sujita Tanti

and  Smti.  Gayatri  Tanti  who  were  also  sleeping  along  with  the

informant. Moreover, this witness did not support the evidence of PW-1

to the extent that the accused persons had intended to sleep with the

informant. PW-3 Smti Sanju Tanti did not depose in her evidence with

regard to any touch made out to her by the accused person though

PW-1 and PW-2 had specifically stated that the accused persons had

laid their hands on PW-3 Smti. Sanju Tanti. Thus, It is seen that the

victim  PW-3  Smti  Sanju  Tanti  herself  did  not  adduce  evidence

regarding any physical contact or advances involving unwelcomed and

explicit sexual overtures committed by the accused persons towards

her. Another eye witness Smti  Sapina Sabar who also claimed herself

to be an eye witness deposed in her evidence that the accused had

caught  hold  of  her  grand  daughter  Ayesha  Tanti  only.  This  witness

remained silent in her evidence with regard to any touch made by the

accused person to the informant (PW-1) or PW-2 Smti Manju Tanti or

PW-3 Smti. Sanju Tanti. PW-11 Smti Gayatri Samasi who according to

the  informant  as  well  as  PW-2  and  PW-3  were  sleeping  with  the

informant also did not depose anything with regard to any indecent

touch to PW-2 and PW-3. This witness also deposed that the accused

persons intended to sleep only with Ayesha. But prosecution failed to

adduce  the  evidence  of  Smti.  Ayesha,  was  also  Sleeping  with  the

informant and her daughters at the time of occurrence. Moreover, PW-

7 Smti Sapina Sabar and PW-11 Smti Gayatri Samachi also remained



silent in  their  evidence with regard to the intention of  the accused

person that they wanted to sleep with the informant as deposed by

PW-1 the informant.

22.  Section 354(A) IPC reads as follows

 354-A.  Sexual  harassment  and  punishment  for  sexual

harassment.—(1) A man committing any of the following acts—

(i)  physical  contact  and  advances  involving  unwelcome  and

explicit sexual overtures; or

(ii) a demand or request for sexual favours; or

(iii) showing pornography against the will of a woman; or

(iv) making sexually coloured remarks,

shall be guilty of the offence of sexual harassment.

(2) Any man who commits the offence specified in clause (i) or clause

(ii)  or  clause (iii)  of  sub-section (1)  shall  be punished with rigorous

imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years, or with fine,

or with both.

(3) Any man who commits the offence specified in clause (iv) of sub-

section (1) shall be punished with imprisonment of either description

for a term which may extend to one year, or with fine, or with both.

23. Considering the evidence available on record, it is seen that

the prosecution is not able to prove offences u/s 354(A) against the

accused persons beyond reasonable and hence the accused persons

are acquitted from offence u/s 354(A) IPC.

24.  So far as offences u/s 341/352/506 IPC are concerned PW-1

Smti. Munni Tanti deposed in her evidence in chief that on the next day



of occurrence that is on 31.12.2016 at about 7:30 AM while she was

returning from the house of Saila Limbu, the accused persons Ramu

Limbu caught hold of her hand and the co-accused Bake Limbu started

to assault her with fist and blows. PW-1 in her evidence did not state

anything  with  regard  to  the  presence  of  Smti  Manju  Tanti  at  the

relevant  time  of  occurrence,  nor  had  she  deposed  that  PW-2  Smti

Manju Tanti had accompanied her to the house of Saila Limbu, . The

other  prosecution  witnesses  PW-4  Smti  Meena  Mahali,  PW-5  Sri

Basudev Dutta, PW-6 Sri Sanjay Verma, PW-8 Sri Betu Karmakar, PW-9

Sri Chotelal Verma, PW-10 Sri Rajesh Verma, PW-12 Sri Karna Bahadur

Limbu, PW-13 Smti Archana Dutta, PW-14 Smti Tulsi Limbu and PW-15

Sri Paritra Dutta are all independent witnesses and all these witnesses

remained  silent  with  regard  to  any  occurrence  on  31.12.2016  as

alleged  by  the  informant.  According  to  the  informant  the  accused

persons had wrongfully restrained her and applied criminal force to her

while she was returning from the house of Sri Saila Limbu and it can be

inferred that the same had taken place on the roadside in public place.

But  prosecution side failed to adduce even a single  eye witness in

support of the allegations regarding the assault and illegal restrain as

alleged in the ejahar. Moreover, prosecution side has failed to adduce

any evidence prior meeting of minds of the accused persons so as to

commit offence as alleged. Hence, the element of common intention

u/s 34 IPC is not proved in the present case.

25. Considering the above reasons, I find that the prosecution

has been able to prove the ingredients of Section  448 of IPC against

the accused persons beyond all reasonable doubt but failed to prove

offences  u/s  354(A)/341/352/506  I.P.C..  Accordingly,  the  accused

persons viz. Sri Ramu Limbu and Sri Bake Limbu are convicted under

section 448 I.P.C.

26. Heard the accused persons on the point of  sentence.  I

find that the same attracts no benefit u/s 3/4 of Probation of Offenders

Act. The accused persons could have avoided the occurrence, but they

did not do so. However, the accused pleaded leniency stating that they

are  the  sole  earning  members  of  their  family.  Considering  the



antecedents and prayer of leniency, I am of the considered view that

imposition  of  lesser  punishment  will  meet  the  ends  of  justice.

Accordingly I sentence the convict/ accused Shri Ramu Limbu and Sri

Bake Limbu to pay fine of Rs.1,000/-  (One  thousand) each for the

offence  u/s  448 I.P.C.  and  in  default  of  fine   they  are  ordered   to

undergo SI for another 20 days. The fine imposed by sentence, if paid

or  realised  shall  be  deposited  at  Government  Non-refundable  Head

through Treasury. Let a free copy be furnished to the accused.

27. This case is accordingly disposed of.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the 07th day of

January, 2021.

Dictated and corrected by me

       (A.Bhattacharyya)                                        (A.Bhattacharyya)
 Chief judicial Magistrate,                                Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia.                                                             Tinsukia.



APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

PW-1:- Smti Munni Tanti,       PW-12:- Sri Karna Bahadur Limbu

PW-2:- Smti Manju Tanti,       PW-13:- Smti. Archana Dutta

PW-3:- Smti Sanju Tanti,       PW-14:- Smti. Tulsi Limbu

PW-4:- Smti Mira Mahali,       PW-15:- Sri Pharidra Dutta

PW-5:- Sri Basudev Dutta,       PW-16:- Sri Hemanta Hazorika.

PW-6:- Sri Sanjay Verma

PW-7:- Smti. Sapina Sabar

PW-8:- Sri Betu Karmakar

PW-9:- Sri Chotelal Burma

PW-10:- Sri Rajesh Burma

PW-11:- Smti. Gayatri Samachi

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  :

Ext. 1- Ejahar

Ext. 2- Sketch Map

Ext. 3- Sketch Map

Ext. 4- Medical Report

Ext. 5- Medical Report

Ext. 6- Medical Report

Ext. 7- Charge-Sheet

                

                  (A. Bhattacharyya)           
 Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia. 


